Gender-Based Violence: Female Genital Mutilation
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Abstract

Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is a traditional practice widely used. According to many humanitarian organizations considered as a type of gender-based violence. Medically there are no reasons to do the FGM in the contrast FGM has a psychological distress impact on the mutilated women. Increase the awareness of the FGM, Psychological impact, and complication is an urgent intervention to win battle against this practice.
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Introduction

Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) has a tradition holding back to around 500 B.C. this procedure requires a partial or complete elimination of external female genitalia for non-medical purposes (WHO) [1]. The practice is rooted deeply in culture, Norms, and marriage practice, globally, FGM identifies as violence against human rights discrimination based on sex, right of life, and women violence [2]. Female genital mutilation is an extensive procedure in Oman among all women age group and educational level. As of 2017, a survey conducted among Omani women in the age of 19 and 45 years old reported that they were having female genitalia mutilation [3].

Medically, Female genitalia Mutilation has no health benefits; in contrast, it is causing harm to women in various ways. Female Genitalia Mutilation causes deformity to the women's and girls' genitalia, impinge on women's body functions, in addition to the procedure complication that might include severe pain, bleeding, infection, and fistula in the genital area [4]. According to the WHO, the continuing outcome of FGM can include urinary tract and bladder infection, infertility, and delivery complications [4]. On December 20, 2012, the U.N. General Assembly announced a decision on the removal of Female genitalia mutilation; this decision come after the U.N. realized that FGM is a traditional procedure widespread on Africa, Asia and in several Arab countries including Oman [5]. U.N. announces by UNICEF that annually on February 6 is the International Day of Zero Tolerance to Female Genitalia Mutilation [6].

The first campaign initiated against FGM was conducted by WADI, the German human rights organization under the title "Stop Female Mutilation in the Middle East," on it is an official website it has announced a special report on the situation of female mutilation in the Sultanate of Oman titled "The Sultanate of Oman bloggers tackle the issue of female genital mutilation" [7].

Al Awar et al. (2020) [8] reported in their study about Female genital Mutilation in the Emirate population that the FGM has a negative correlation with the health of Emirate women and theirs insufficient law to criminalize this procedure and highlight it as a problem in the Emirate society. FGM is a distressing experience that may leave a lasting physiological mark and a negative.

Zero-Tolerance practice

Despite laws forbidding the practice, FGM remains a tradition in many societies and cultural groups. Few countries that prohibited FGM still experience the practice in coverture. In many instance, enforcement of this prohibition is a low priority for governments. Other countries have tried to educate practitioners to make it easier and safer instead of outlawing the practise entirely. However, with pressure from the WHO and other groups, laws are being passed regarding FGM. On June 28, 2007, Egypt banned female genital circumcision after the death of a 12-year-old Badour Shaker during a genital circumcision. The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) has declared February 6 as the International Day against FGM. Female genitalia mutilation is a traumatic experience that can have a lasting psychological effect and adverse effects on the mental wellbeing of the individuals affected (4). Kizihan (2011) [5] reported that Women circumcised are more likely to have post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, anxiety than uncircumcised women. In Oman, (Thabet, 2018 #18) (2017) [3] reported that 95.5 percent of women were mutilated from distinct ages and educational backgrounds. Thus [Al Hinai, 2008 #17] (2014) found that 78 percent of women's entire study to be mutilated. According to Al Hinai Islamic rule is the reason behind the FGM but Al Azhar Supreme Council of Islamic Research, the highest religious authority in Egypt, has released a statement saying that female genital mutilation on (FGM) is not founded on fundamental Islamic law or any of its partial requirements and that it is harmful and should not be practiced. [9], on her essay titled "Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) in Dhofar: The Woman with the Frankincense Burner," reported that Women perform FGM. After all, they believe it's safe because they're afraid of what happens to their daughters if they're not circumcised. Many believe that by putting their daughters through this, they’re protecting them. Furthermore, in (2012), Ekmeleddin Ihsanoğlu, secretary of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, said that FGM was a ritual that has to get through centuries and must be stopped because Islam does not support it [10]. The prevalence of Female Genitalia Circumcision reported by many researchers and Islamic scholar is widespread and indicates. The necessity for more efforts to eliminate and prevent this phenomenon on society and rias of women’s rights against FGM. such interventions may include:

1) Change in society practice the FGM attitude
2) Support the women right
3) Support the women to raise the topics
4) Educate the women about the FGM and its complica-
tion as many women still not understand the phenomena well
5) Develop policy and seeking UNICEF and WHO support toward FGM. This policy includes the definition of FGM, types of FGM, psychological impact, and the complication.

Conclusion

There is evidence that girls still faced FGM in Oman as a cultural practice, misunderstanding of the phenomena and its long life effect. It is essential to support the WHO statements about FGM and adhere to its guidelines. Besides, highlights the awareness about FGM and its impact physical and psychological in women's health.
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